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Como ganar diamantes gratis para free fire 2020

One of the world's leading battle royalty, Free Fire is full of alternatives to those who like cosmetics. For this, players have the possibility of buying multiple items with money from within the game. However, this money is actually diamonds, which enable players to buy Free Fire sheets and characters. But despite being paid and earned with real money, few
players know that it's possible to get diamonds into Free Fire without spending anything. Opinion rewards You can make money for free using the Google Opinion Rewards app. In it, you receive balance on Google Play when you answer surveys and so you can buy diamonds later. Step 1: Download and install Google Opinion Rewards. Play/Google
Rewards Step 2: Click Next and accept with the terms of use. Play/Google Rewards Step 3: Enter your first name, last name, and zip code for your city. Play/Google Rewards Step 4: Place your age so it recommends searches according to your profile. Play/Google Reward Step 5: Ready! Now you're just waiting for the polls to appear. Reproduction/Google
Rewards BOOYAH Platform Another way to get free diamonds on Free Fire is through Garena's official streaming platform, BOOYAH. To further attract the battle royal audience, she launched an official partner program. This allows players to earn cash or diamond rewards in the game. However, this happens for those interested in performing broadcasts on
BOOYAH or watching matches on specific channels. Either way, you should follow basic prerequisites as early as the first month to access the rewards. Below are the three key points to be beang a partner. Has at least 10 hours of transmission spread over at least 5 days; Average simultaneous audience of 20 spectators; From there, BOOYAH will send you
a notification that you are eligible to be part of the BOOYAH Partnership program. In it, you can receive about 1,000 diamonds per month, or even be rewarded for payments of up to US$2,000 according to the current quote. Another way to get diamonds without beathing a streamer is to watch matches from official channels, such as the Brazilian Free Fire
League. There you can get drops of diamonds, sheets, pets or characters. To do this, simply look at the broadcasts to receive the redemption code of the prize. Watching videos, listening to music and buying products Eventually, the third and final way to get free diamonds on Free Fire is through apps like Earn Cash. With that, you can earn balance on
Google Play from buying in-game diamonds by performing several different tasks that can be done through your day. Photo: Google Play For This the user must register and comply on the platform goals to claim points. Although some get paid, such as buying products, there are also free ways. For example, one of the ways is PayPal money in your photos,
for example, and listen to songs indicated in the app. While that's something that takes a lot of patience, you can get around $10 in balance on Google Play. The amount, which matches about R$56 according to the current citation, can be used to buy diamonds or even the Free-Fire Battle Pass. The free fire game, a Battle Royale for mobile phones, uses
diamonds as internal currencies, but it's very difficult to earn them. They serve to buy clothes, equipment, skills, season passes and character skins. The only way to build up in large quantity (officially) is to buy it, with real money. Fortunately, there are things you can do to get diamonds for free, legally. How to earn diamonds in Free FireFree Fire barely
distributed diamonds within the game while the best items for sale use them as currency. Thus, the player is forced to open the wallet and buy them. The only cool way to earn diamonds for free in Free Fire is to get credits for your virtual wallet. There are apps that offer ways to hack the game and fill out your account with diamonds, but you can banish your
in-game account. Avoid them. Participate in events of the Google Play StoreGoogle Play Store usually holds events, where it distributes credits for purchasing apps, games, or in-app purchases, such as Free Fire diamonds (Android only). To participate, keep an eye on the Play Store homepage and wait for a new promotion. Using apps that give credits to
accountYou can use other apps to earn credits, which will be deposited into your Google or App Store virtual wallet, to purchase diamonds in Free Fire.1. Google Opinion RewardsGoogle Opinion Rewards (iPhone, Android) is a search app based on behaviors, browsing habits, regular locations and etc. It sends questions, and each answer returns in cents or
reais, credited to your Google wallet (Android), or to your PayPal account (Apple IDs in the United States only). How to earn credits for spending on Google Play by responding to searches2. WhaffWhaff (iPhone, Android) is similar to Google Opinion Rewards, and best suited to iPhone users. It recommends installing other apps and games to test in
exchange for credits added to your Google wallet or the App Store. 1 of 13 Ame Digital App offers players with bonuses in purchasing diamond pack - Picture: Reproduction/Garena Ame Digital App offers players with bonuses when buying diamond pack - Picture: Reproduction/Garena Want to buy games, consoles and PCs at a discount? Meet Compare
TechTudo How to earn 300 diamonds in Free Fire with the Ame Digital app The tutorial must be performed in three phases: pre-registration, registration and in the Ame Digital program. Pre-registration on the Ame Digital Website Step 1. Pre-register on the Ame Digital (www.pre-cadastro.amedigital.com) website to inform the name, CPF, email, and phone
number on the form. After filling up, click Send; 2 of 13 Pre-register on the Ame Digital website with your personal data - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Pre-register on the Ame Digital website with your personal data - Photo: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 2. If all data is correct, the platform will confirm that your data is registered with Ame
Digital. 3 of 13 If the information is correct, Ame Digital will confirm the registration - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo If the information is correct, Ame Digital will confirm the registration - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Registration in the app Ame Digital Step 1. Download the Ame Digital app for free from the App Store or Google Play Store.
After installation, open the app on the device; 4 of 13 Download the Ame Digital app from the App Store or Google Play Store, and then open the app on your device — Picture: Play/Leandro Eduardo Download the Ame Digital app from the App Store or Google Play Store, and then open the app on your device — Photo: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo
Passo 2. On the app's home screen, select Create my Ame account to get your Registration started with Ame Digital. Then enter the CPF or CNPJ number and click Next step; 5 of 13 Select Create my Ame account and then enter the CPF or CNPJ and click Next step — Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Select Create my Ame account and then enter
the CPF or CNPJ and click Next step — Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Step 3. In the next step, enter the full name and date of birth, and then click Next step. On the next screen, fill in the email address, mobile number, and press Next step; 6 of 13 Import your personal data, such as name, date of birth, email and mobile, and click Next step —
Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Inform your personal data, such as name, date of birth, email and mobile phone, and click Next step — Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 4. In the reserved field, type the four characters sent by SMS and click Confirm. In the next step, create a password with letters and numbers, accept the terms and
conditions, and then choose End; 7 of 13 Type the code sent by SMS and shortly afterwards create a password to access the App Ame Digital - Picture: Reproduction/Leandroo Eduardo Enter the code sent by SMS and shortly afterwards create an access password to the app Ame Digital - Picture: Reproduction/Leandroo Eduardo Passo 5. Validate account
creation by opening the email sent by Ame Digital and clicking Confirm Email. 8 of 13 Enter your email inbox and click on Confirm Email to create account creation in the Digital – Photo: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Import the inbox of your email and click on Confirm Email to ensure account creation in Ame Digital - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo
Purchasing and Redemption of Diamonds in Ame Digital Step 1. In the Ame Digital app, click Sign in to my account, and then enter your email or phone number and password. Then click Log on; 9 of 13 Choose Subscribe to my account and enter the email and password and click Login - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Select Subscribe to my
account and enter the email and password and click Login - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 2. On the home screen, click Transactions and then Games; 10 of 13 In the Ame Digital app, click on Transactions and then on Games - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo No App Ame Digital, click on Transactions and Then Games - Picture:
Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 3. Select the Free Fire option + 10% bonus and select the credit package for the Free Fire you want to buy: R$50, R$75 or R$100; 11 of 13 Select Free Fire + 10% bonus and click on one of the available packages - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Select Free Fire + 10% bonus and click on one of the available
packages - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 4. Allow your data to be shared with Hype Games and click Next step. Then read the details of the purchase carefully; 12 of 13 Enable the part of the hype game and carefully read the details of the purchase - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Enables the part of the hype game and carefully
reads the details of the purchase - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Passo 5. If you haven't registered a credit card with Ame Digital, click On Register Card and after registration in Confirm Payment to ensure the purchase of diamonds and redemption of bonuses promised by the Ame Digital app. 13 of 13 Register the card in Ame Digital and then
click on Confirm Payment to complete the purchase and redemption of bonuses - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Register the card in Ame Digital and then click On Confirm Payment to complete the purchase and redemption of bonuses - Picture: Reproduction/Leandro Eduardo Pronto, Ame Digital will redirect the user to the Hype Games platform
where he will inform his personal data and game ID to claim the diamonds and bonuses. Bonus.
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